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0. Introduction

0.1. Historical survey

The documented history of the Aleuts, in their own language Unangan, in

the dialect of Atka Unangas, begins with the conquest of Attu, the westernmost of

the Aleutian Islands, by Russian fur traders in 1745. Forty years later the Russian

traders dominated the entire chain of islands and a large part of theAlaska Peninsula

(in Aleut Alaxsxa, the origin of the name Alaska), including parts of the territory of

the Pacific Eskimos called by the Aleuts Kanaagin, in Atkan Kanaagis, Koniags.

The Russians called all these people Aleuts, Russian plural Aleuty, a name report-

edly transferred in 1745 by pilot Nevodchikov from the name of islands near

Kamchatka (article XVIII of the instructions for the Billings expedition 1785 in

Sarychev 1802 and Sauer 1802, Appendix p. 45), cf. the Koryak village Alut, in

Russian Olyutorskoye (further references in Bergsland 1959:11; Lantis

1984:183).

The border between the Unangan and the Kanaagin on the Pacific coast

according to Veniaminov (1840 1:231 / 1984:116) was Kupreanof Cape, in Aleut

Alaxsxim Yaga 'Alaska Cape' or Yaagam Yaganaa Tree Cape' (1910, J 17:24),

about 1060 nautical miles east of Attu. On the north coast of the peninsula the bor-

der was in the region of Port Moller.

At the time of the Russian conquest there were probably more than two

hundred Aleut settlements or villages (tanadgusin, tanadgusis) along the coasts of

the Alaska Peninsula and the larger Aleutian Islands. According to Russian sources

from the period 1768-1840 and some later information (references in Bergsland

1959: 1 1-14), the people were divided into the following eight groups (the names are

given here in the modem orthography):

(1) Qagaan Tayagungin 'People of the East' (at least thirty-four settle-

ments): the people of (a) the Alaska Peninsula (Alaxsxa); (b) the Shumagin Islands

(Qagiigun); (c) Sanak Island (Sanai^agin pi. Samwell 1778) and the islets north of

it (Qutxin); and (d) Unimak Island (Unimax) (according to Veniaminov 1840 11:2 a

separate group, pi. Unimgi[i]n).

(2) Qigii^n 'Near-Easterners' (some forty settlements): the people of the

eastern part of the Fox Islands, viz. the Krenitzin Islands - Ugamak (Ugangai^),

Tigalda (Qigalga), Avatanak (Awatana^), Akun (Akungan), Akutan (Akutana^),

Unalga (Unalga) - and the eastern part of Unalaska Island (Nawan-Alaxsxa, Nagun-

Alaxsxa, Awan-Alaxsxa, Agun-Alaxsxa), from Sedanka Island (Sidaana^) through

Wislow Point (Tachiqala) northwest of the modem UnalaskaVillage (soVeniaminov

1840 11:3 and H. McGlashan of Akutan to G.H. Marsh 1952).

(3) Qawalangin [qawa- 'east, east side'] (at least twenty-eight settlements):

the people of the western part of the Fox Islands, viz. the western part of Unalaska

Island and Umnak Island (Unmax) with Samalga (Samalga).

(4) Akuugun 'Those OverThere (to the side)' (eight settlements): the people

of the Islands of Four Mountains (Uniigun), notably Chuginadak Island (TanaJS:

Anguna^ 'Big Island', the eastern part, and Chuginadax 'Sinmiering' with Mount
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Cleveland), Kagamil (Qagaamila), Herbert Island (Chigulaji), Yunaska (Yunaj^xa),

Amukta (Amuuj^taj^).

(5) Niigugis (some thirty-six settlennents): the people of the Andreanof Is-

lands, notably Anilia (Amlax), Atka (AtiiaiJi), Adak (Adaax), Kanaga (Kanaga),

and Tanaga (Tana^ax, referred to the next group by W. Dirks Sr. as understood in

1952).

(6) Naahmigus 'Western Neighbors* (at least three settlements): the people

of the Delarof Islands, from Ilak Island (lilaj^) through Amatignak Island

(Amatignai^) (so Netsvetov 1840, W. Dirks Jr. 1984).

(7) Eastern Qa^un, Atkan Qai^us (at least ten settlements): the people of

the Rat Islands, notably Amchitka (Amchixtai^), Semisopochnoi Island (Un(i)yax),

and Kiska (Qisxa).

(8) Sasignan (A Sasxinas, E Sasxinan) (numerous ancient settlements, exact

number unknown): the people of the Near Islands, Attn (Atan, A, E Atuii), Agattu

(Angatu^), and the Semichi Islands (Samiyan, A Samidas, E Samidan).

The number of Aleuts at the time of the Russian conquest has been esti-

mated at 12,000 to 15,000 (Veniaminov 1840 11:177 / 1984:246; Lantis 1984:163)

or 8,000 to 10,000 (Liapunova 1987:87). Within the first fifty years of the Russian

occupation the Aleut populafion appears to have been reduced to less than one third

of the pre-contact number. The incomplete census made by the Billings expedition

1791-92 has 1 178 male persons, while priest-monk Makariy's list of baptizedAleuts

1796 has 2440, 1 135 male and 1305 female (see Bergsland 1997). As causes of the

reduction Veniaminov (1840 11:182 ff. / 1984:248 ff.) mentioned first, for the period

until 1760, the internecine wars between the Aleut groups and wars with the neigh-

boring Eskimos, and second, for the period from the arrival of the Russians until the

Billings expedition in the 1790s, the mistreatments by the Russian fur traders,

promyshlenniki; a third cause, diseases brought by the Russians, was as yet of less

importance (see further Lantis 1984: 163).

The Russian domination, aiming at the production of furs, changed theAleut

economic and social life. The settlements or villages were concentrated for more

efficient exploitation, and Aleut hunters were also taken on Russian ships beyond

their ancient territory. In the 1790s, according to the census of the Billings expedi-

tion 1791-92 (abbreviated: B.) and priest-monk Makariy's list of baptized Aleuts

1796 (abbreviated: M.), the above-mentioned eight groups were represented by sixty

villages as follows.

(1) Six villages, B. five with 210 male inhabitants, M. six with 264 male +

312 female = 576 inhabitants, viz. (a) Morzhovoi Village, B. 55, M. 51+53; (b)

Unga, M. 53+73; (c) B. 53, M. 59+47; (d) three villages, B. 102, M. 101+139. Tax

lists 1777-1791 had four additional settiements in the strait between the Alaska Pen-

insula and Unimak Island, one of them Isana^, False Pass (see Bergsland 1997,

Census 1.2-3. and 3.4-5.).

(2) Twenty-six villages, with B. 473 m., M, 53 1 m. + 540 f. = 107 1 inhabit-

ants, viz. in the Krenitzin Islands seventeen villages (Ugamak, Tigalda two, Avatanak,
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scope of the present grammar, is discussed by Golovko and Nikolay B. Vakhtin in

Aleut in Contact: the CIA Enigma. Acta Linguistica Hafniensia 22:97-125.

0.3. Aleut dialects.

Before the arrival of the Russians in the 1740s the Aleut language was no

doubt a dialect continuum stretching from the Alaska Peninsula to Attu. The eight

groups met by the Russians (see 0. 1 .) probably had their linguistic characteristics as

well as distinctive clothing and kayak types (mentioned, for example, by William

Dirks Sr. in 1952). Each group included many settlements so there may also have

been further local differences, for example in the matter of lexicon. The native order

was of course greatly disturbed by the Russians who concentrated and relocated the

people (and decimated many of them). But to the native order belonged not only

intermarriage and trade between the groups but also intertribal wars or raids, with

killing of men and abduction of women, which may have affected the geographical

distribution of linguistic features as well.

According to Atkan tradition, reported by Netsvetov (in Veniaminov 1840

111:15 ff. / 1984:372) and known also to modern Atkans (N.M. 3), the Atkans

(Niigugis) and the Unalaskans (Qawalangin) had lived in peace as in-laws but after

a certain incident the Unalaskans started to make war on the Atkans. The latter,

"unable to attack and raid the Unalaskans, in turn attacked their weakest neighbors,

the inhabitants of the Rat and Near Islands, even to Attu, and in turn destroyed

them." (1984:372; for the Atkan tradition about the Naahmi|us see 0.1.).

According to another Aleut tradition, first reported from Attu by K.T.

Khlebnikov in 1825 (published 1979:173), in more detail from Atkaby Lucien M.

Turner in 1880 or 1881, and known also to modem people (Bergsland 1959:124-

126), the Atkans, having destroyed the people ofAttu, came back later to check and

found that only one woman had survived. They now had with them war prisoners

from Umnak and had one of the Unmak men marry the Attuan woman and left two

Unanak couples to live with them on Attu, thus becoming the ancestors of the later

Attuans (Turner). The Attuan woman had a son but died before he had learned to

speak his mother's language properly; therefore, "the Attu people until now add

baby talk to their speech and their words are not deep" (1952). This is of course a

folkloric myth but could quite possibly have a historical core, indicating a possible

explanation of certain features of the Attuan dialect (see below).

Aleut dialectal features, isoglosses, obviously date from different times but

the documentation does not allow any complete historical account. The following

are indications ofsome major points. The dialectal differences are discussed in more

detail m Aleut Dictionary pp. xxiv-xxx.

Eastern Aleut, the dialects of the former Russian district of Unalaska (see

0. 1 .), has a characteristic prosodic system with certain rules of syncopation, attested

partly since the 1790s (1.2.2.2., 1.4.), whileAtkan andAttuan, dialects of the former

Russian district of Atka, have a typical apocopation of certain final syllables, in

Atkan attested since 1780 (1.2.1.3.). Further, in certain verbal forms the anaphoric
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complement markers are infixed in Eastern Aleut but were suffixes in oldAtkan and

Attuan (2.1.9.4.2.1., 2.1.9.8). Between Eastern Aleut and the dialects to the West

there are also a number of important lexical differences. But ail this does not mean

that Aleut should be viewed as a "Stammbaum" with two (or more) "branches".

Within Eastern Aleut it is still possible to see a distinction, more or less

blurred in modem times, between the eastern Qagaan Tayagungin and Qigii^un

and the western Qawalangin (see 01.). For example, the important verb 'to reach

(in space or time), go to, etc.,' had in the East the form hu-, attested since 1834 (later

u- with regular loss of the initial aspiration), in the West nu-, attested since 1870,

from earlier hnu-, preserved in Atkan and Attuan (there are a few more cases like

this one).A more isolated case is the word for 'kayak, single-hatch baidarka', in the

East iqa-£, attested since 1834, in the West and Atka iqya-i^, attested since 1768.

The eastern variants are apparently innovations that did not diffuse westward.

An important point of difference between Eastern Aleut and Atkan is the

representation of Proto-Eskimo-Aleut final *-t : Eastern -n, merged with the ancient

nasal, Atkan -s (-z-) vs. -n (2.1.1.1.1-3.; 2.1.6.1. l.,3.; 2.1.7.4.). In 1834, however,

Veniaminov (1846:Xn f ) reported that the people of Unmak like the Atkans used

the plural in -s and said ngus 'for me', Unalaskan nung (< *ngun), and nangaa

'no\ Unalaskan kuguu. The final -s is still found in some Uninak place names, e.g.

Adus 'Caves', and was probably used also by the former people of the Islands of

Four Mountains, 1760 Unegist = Uniigus. The innovating eastern nasal thus appears

to have replaced the sibilant ofUmnak within the last couple of centuries. The merger

may possibly have taken place farther east and diffused to the Qawalangin of west-

em Unalaska some time before the arrival of the Russians.

Attuan, as recorded in 1909 by Jochelson and in 1952 on Atka, had -n,

found also in the name of the people 1771-1840 Sasignan (possibly Eastern end-

ing), and nung like Unalaskan. Being clearly innovative, these items must either be

due to parallel development or else have been brought from the East, conceivably in

the Russian period but quite as likely earlier, as suggested by the folkloric myth.

On the other hand, the copula had in Attuan the more archaic shape u-, in

Atkan and Eastern the innovative a- (see Bergsland 1986:108), attested since re-

spectively 1780 and 1791. In Atkan, however, the u- is preserved in certain deriva-

tives, e.g. u-hli- 'only -' (2.1.3.3.), so the a- must have been brought from the East

before 1780, no doubt before the arrival of the Russians.

Attuan was most clearly characterized by a number of rather violent phono-

logical innovations (cf the "baby talk" of the myth), among them the merger of the

dental fricative written d with the palatal approximant y, and the denasalization of

ng and m before an oral consonant, e.g. kigya-ii, Atka kingda-i. Eastern kidnga-^

*crowberry bush'; ivya-i^, A imda-j^, E idma-£ 'content'; 1754-57 Ibiya, Iwija =

*Ivyaax, ca. 1760 Idma = A Idmaax 'Buldir Island'. The Attuan denasalization

here came on top of a metathesis, shared with Atkan in most cases, although not in

the name of Buldir Island. The latter shows clearly that both innovations took place

before the arrival of the Russians.
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The dialect of the former Rat Islanders, Qaj^un or Qagun, if not Qaius, is

practically unknown but some place names indicate that it may have shared with

Attuan the merger of d with y and the metathesis but not the denasalization before

oral consonants, e.g. 1767Im 'yak 'Buldir' , Amchigda ,A 1952 Amchixta-ii 'Amchitka

Island' (E *Amchitxa-«).

Before the arrival of the Russians the dialectal picture apparently was a

normal one, with overlapping of various isoglosses and diffusion mainly from the

East towards the West, the general direction of the military raids. The Russian con-

quest and administration caused a rather radical reduction, leaving for our century

only three "main" dialects:

E = Eastern Aleut, viz. Eb: of Belkofski (now at King Cove), Ea: ofAkutan,

Eu: of Unalaska, Ep: of the Pribilof Islands, En: of Nikolski;

A = Atkan of Alaska, Ab: of Bering Island;

Au = Attuan of Alaska (now extinct), Am: of Mednoi, Copper Island

(creolized).

0.4. The foreign impact

As early as 1745 on Attn, the Russians had Aleuts leam Russian, to serve as

interpreters. In 1778 Captain James Cook's party found at Unalaska "about 60 Rus-

sians with a greater number of Kamtchadales" and reported that Aleut children were

taken from their parents and brought up to speak the Russian language. From an

early date Russian hunters lived withAleut women, eventually marrying them, which

resulted in the class of Creoles, which remained after the purchase ofAlaska by the

United States in 1867 (see 0.1.). In the Russian period there must thus have been an

increasing number of bilingual speakers, many of them literate in both Russian and

Aleut.

Veniaminov (1846:XI) heard from many old people - whose parents must

have been adults before the arrival of the Russians - that the present language dif-

fered from the old one, but they could not explain in what respect. Since the ancient

Aleut way of life, including the shamanistic religion, had been wiped out two or

three generations earlier, Veniaminov's informants may have had in mind primarily

words. As an example Veniaminov also quoted a couple of old words.

Veniaminov remarked further that many Aleuts who knew Russian more or

less used Russian words unnecessarily in their speech. In the course of time over

eight hundred Russian words were borrowed by the Aleuts but in the Russian period

they were generally adapted to Aleut phonology, see Aleut Dictionary pp. xxxiii-

xxxvii. The earliest attested exceptions are the phonotactically aberrant E 1832-

xliima-ii 'bread' from Russian khleb and A 1838- (E 1870-) stuulu^ 'table' from

Russian stol shaped after Aleut qa-alui^ 'eating place'; with foreign phonemes A
1840- midru-i, vidra-ii 'bucket' from Russian vedro ; E 1878 spiichka-n 'matches'

from Russian spichka.

According toVeniaminov (I846:XII), modal inflections of verbs, especially

"independent ones" (probably verbs with modal and other postbases), were not used
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or even understood by many youngerAleuts of his time. This statement is difficult to

assess, forjudging from his GrammarVeniaminov's insights into these matters were

rather limited. Quite possibly, however, the use of postbases was reduced in the

Russian period, if not earlier. Of the ca, 570 identifiable postbases more than two

thirds are found only in very few words or in a single one.

Veniaminov assumed that the Russian influence upon the Aleut language

started from the very beginning of the Russian conquest and became more and more

detrimental up to his time (nearly a century). Then bilingual speakers even used

Russian word order in theirAleut speech. This phenomenon, for example the use of

nominal complements after rather than before the predicate verb, is attested only in

recent times, wbra also English influence is possible. But Eastern Aleut, from the

earliest texts on (translation 183 1), has nominal sentences of the Russian type, while

old and laterAtkan and Attuan use a copula. This innovation, naturally not observed

as such by Veniaminov, may be earlier than his time. So presumably also the particle

expressing hypothesis or unreality kum, attested in Eastern since 1826, in Atkan

since 1838, an almost exact equivalent of the Russian by, conceivably a Russian

loanword. It is of course impossible to know what other syntactical changes could

have taken place during the first century of the Russian dominance, the center of

which was Unalaska Village (cf. 3.1. LL; 3.1.1.6.2.; 3,2.2.1.; 3.2.5.1-3.; 3.3.2.3.1.).

But the basic characteristics ofAleut syntax are quite different from Russian and so

no doubt of much older date.

In 1834, in the preface of his grammar (see 0.2. ), Veniaminov predicted the

inmiinent extinction of the Aleut language, replaced by Russian, but it lived on.

Jochelson in 1919 (p. 314 f.) thought that the language was saved by the American

purchase ofAlaska in 1867, when the Aleuts were left alone for several decades, but

it lived on also on the Conmiander Islands. In his turn Jochelson predicted that, on

the American side, Aleut would be replaced by English soon after his time. But the

actual history could not be predicted.

By 1940 most Aleut adults in Alaska were bilingual at least to some extent.

Judging from the linguistic data, however, the English influence upon Aleut speech

was still limited to some words, perhaps including English higher numerals (years).

The real English impact came afterWorldWar II, the most serious upheaval in Aleut

society since 1745.
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